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The European single market and the European single currenry are now a realiry.
Álongside economic globalisation' individual European housing policies are
facing many similar pressures. This book examines how these pressures impact on
Europe's diverse housing systems; whether European housing systems converge
as a result; and what the consequences are of the European Union's further
expansion towards the east.

These issues are addressed in four principal sections. First, the consequences of
European integratíon for different housing markets are examined, witlr separate
chapters charting the progress made totvards the integration of housing finance
markets and the development of a Europe-wide construction industry. Second,
a series of policies are examined, such as the impact the Maastricht Treary's
commitment to fiscal restraint is having on the structuring of housing subsidies.
Third, the social context of European integration is examined addressilrg such
issues as income d.istribution and homelessness. The final section provides
descriptive accounts of housing in t}le Nordic countries and in Central and East-
ern Europe.

European Integration and Housing Policy exposes a complex series ofdebates
which arise from individual corrntries'diÍfering housing needs within the confines
of European integration. Each member state has a different starLing point for
demand and supply of botJr subsidies and housing proúsion, with more than one
strategy open to them. By exploring these disparities, the autl1ors demonstrate
that progress towards European integration in housing systems and policies is not
a straigh dorward issue.
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I

INTRODUCTION
From comparative housing research to

European housing research

Walter Matznetter nnd. Mark Stephens

Introduction: the context of European integration

Anyone who has followed the progress from the European Council meeting in
Maastricht in December 1991, towards the creation of t-he European single cur-
rency, due to begin in 1999, would have been struck by the enormous difficulties
that have been encountered. Indeed, on several occasions it iooked as if the

project would be abandoned. The key problem faced by the architects ofmonet-
ary union has been the unexpectedly deep and iong recession in Europe in the

fust half of the 1990s, which has been followed by the persistence of high
unemployment in many countries. These economic difEculties have been associ-

ated with the progress towards the single currency in wo ways: fust, in the

dramatic speculation that engulfed the European Exchange Rate Mechanism
(the system of currency management within set bands established in 1979) both
n L992, when the UI! Spain and Itaiy were forced to withdraw, and in 1993
(when the French franc finalJy succumbed to the speculators); second, in the
austeriry Programmes adopted by national goverÍrments to reduce their
recession-bloated deficits to meet one of the requirements of the single currency
membership. These provoked opposition in many countries, but the outcry had
greatest impact in France where strikes and demonstrations erupted at the end oí
1995.

During the ratification process, the fust Danish referendum went against

monetary union, although a second one reversed ttle decision; and, contrary
to expectations, the French gave monetary union only t}re most grudging vote
of approval in their referendum held in 1992. lVhile the Treaty went through
some European Parliaments with virtually no discussion, it was bogged down
in the UK Parliament for months on end, the issue having split the ruling
Conservative Party down the middle. And, when FranEois Mitterrand's presi-

dency ended in 1995, so d.id the ttrirteen-year partnership with Chancellor
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Kohl, which had given such strength to the pro-integration Franco-German
axis.

But, iooking back, perhaps in a decade's time, it is conceivable that in the last
two decades of the wentieth century, Europe will appear to have uadergone an
extraordinarily rapid advance in integration. The European Economic Com-
muniry (EEC) of old was notorious for possessing a Treary whose objectives were
the stuff of pipe dreams. The system by which decisions had to be agreed by all
countries meant that it was difficult to secure agreement on anything. It is worttr
remembering that it took the original six members of the EEC ten years from its
íoundation in 1958 even to establish a customs rrnion, i.e. a íree trade area with a
common external tariíf' Expansion was achieved in the l970s with the UI! Ire-
land and Denmark joiningn1973. But other moves towards integration, such as

the currency 'snake", established after the collapse of the post-r,var Bretton Woods
system of(nearly) fixed exchange rates based on the US dollar, ended in disap-
pointment. The early years of the Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM) were dog-
ged by persistent realignments. Even the European Parliament, which rvas fust
elected in 1979,had íew formal powers and made líttle public impact. Once
again, the most noticeable achievement up to the mid-1980s was ttre continued
steady expansion in the Communiry's membership, now to include the recently
democratised countries ofGreece (l98r), Spain and Portugal (both in l98ó).

From the mid-1980s, the process of European integration speeded up. Lord
Cockfield, then one of the British European Commissioners, drafted a White
Paper that proposed the creation of a European single market, described as 'an
area without internal &ontiers in which ttre free movement of goods, persons and
capital is ensured'. On one level, this docurnent can be seen as proposing tech-
nical changes to remove so-called 'non-tariff' barriers and to make íree trade
within the European Community (EC) (as the EEC was known after 1987) a

reality. The sclerotic decision-making process was refined, so that most decisions
in the Cor:ncil of Ministers were made by 'qualified majoriry voting', which
removed the veto held by individual countries. And, instead of detailed regula-
tions being produced (and agreed) for each and every product or service, ttre
White Paper proposed that trade within the EC should take place on the basis of
basic standards established by the Council of Ministers ('minimum harmonísa_
tion'). The White Paper led to the major Treaty amendments known as the
Single European Act in 1987, and, while ttrere were important exceptions, not
least in the free movement of people, the bulk of üe legislative Programme
corrnected with the single market was passed by the end oÍ 1992, tlre de adline set
for the completion of the single market.

But the importance of the single market goes further than this. The Cockfield
White Paper conceived of the European Community in terms of the world econ-
omy, making it one of the fust major decisions influenced by what is now com-
monly dubbed 'globalisation'. The White Paper emphasised the need for the EC
to become not just a single market place, but a single production base , too. As
the world economy became more competitive and open, the existence of separate
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industries in each member state was seen as being inefficient. Far better for mem-
bers, or regions within them, to ma,ximise scale and agglomeration economies to
produce efficient single European industries. To achieve this, it was essentia-l to
free the movement of capital, a decision which severely undermined the ability of
member states to run independent monetary policies (or indeed resist specula-

tion against currencies in the ERIvI). Of course there was an element of coinci-
cience in the removal oíexchange controls: it must have been easier for members
ofthe EC to abandon exchange contlols rvhen rvorld-rvide factors, notably the
effect of computer te chnology on the cost and detectabi-lity of the movement of
money as wel-[ as the creation of financial instruments, made their retention
implausible in the medium term.

The singie market also had important spin-oÍfs in terms of social and regional
policy. The Single Europe?n Act (SEÁ) inserted a commitment to economic and
social cohesion. Rather than paying for social welfare programmes, such as social
security benefits, Europcan social policy takes the form of a commitment to
workplace rights, as manifested in the 'social chapter' of the Maastricht Treaty.
More importantly, the SEA led the European Commission to establish a ration-
ale for an expansion in its budget and system of regional aid. The Commission
argued that, although the shift towards a single market would increase ttre EC's
general level ofprosperity, there would be uneven regional and sectoral impacts.

In particular, peripheral regions and old industrial regions might be expected to
íare less well under the comperidve environment created by the single market'
Consequently, the European Structural Funds r'vere reformed and expanded. For
our pulposes, the most relevant funds are the European Regional Development
Fi.rnd, lvfuch aims to pÍomote infrastIucrure projects which should enharrce pro-
ductive capacity in disadvantaged regions, and the European Social Fund, which
is intended to assist workers to gain access to jobs by improving their skills. In the

lead-in to the creation of a single currency a new Cohesion Fund was established

to support communications and environmental projects in the four poorest
member states. By the end ofthe cennuy, Greece and Portugal are due to receive

ttre equivalent of some 4 per cent of their national incomes in structural assist-

ance Ítom the European Union.
Át tlre time ofwriting (in late 1997) it looks as if monetary union will proceed,

although it is not entirely clear how many countries will qualify for membership
initially. Opposition to the single currency has failed to be articulated coherently
in Germany and France. The German Social Democrats have been inclined to tap

emotional fears about the surrender of the mighty Deutschmark, rather than
articulate concerns about unemploym€nt' In France, first the newly elected
President Chirac abandoned his concerns regarding the long-term deflationary
impact of rhe franc-fort policy of maintaining the value of the French franc

against the Deutschmark and has become a reliable supporter of monetary union
as the logical development of this policy. The French Socialists, unexpectedly
returned to government in the parliamentary elections n 1997 on a pladorm
that expücitly expressed concefns about ttre impact of European integration on
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employment levels in France, were very soon placated by sympathetic noises
being made at the European Council.

Even in the UK" neither Labour nor Conservative parties was prepared to rule
out founder membership of úe single crrrrency in the t997 election. Since then,
the Conservative opposition has toughened its resistance to membership, while
the new Labour government has stated that it is in favour of membership in
principle, but it has effectively ruled out founder membership.

Even during the most difficult post_Maastricht yeaÍs, the European Union
(EU) (as the 1992 Treaty changed the organisation's name once again) attracte d
three new members. Austria, Sweden and Finland joined in 1995, although
Norway's membership was rejected in a referendum. Ánd just as it looked as if
the single cwrency project had been secured, the European Commission pressed
ahead with its proposals for further expansion, this time eastwards. In addition to
Clprus, ttre European Commission has given the green light for Hungary,
Poland, Estonia, rhe Czech Republic and Slovenia to join the European Union.
This expansion of the EU will be particularll' ch"11.tr*g because it involves a
number of countries that are much poorer than the existing members. At pres-
ent, Greece is the poorest member of the EU wittr a per capita GDP of around
two-thirds of the EU average . Of the proposed new members from Eastern
Europe, t1le Czech Republic has a GDP per capita at one -half of the EIJ average,
wbjle ttre others have per capita GDPs in the range 2540 per cent of the EU
average.

Enlargement naturaliy implies a radical reassessment of the EU's budgetary
arrangements. It is clear from the Commission's proposals for budgetary reform
that the era of rapid budget growth is over. Álthough expenditure will continue
to grow in rea] terms (by 17 per cent bet\,veen L999 and 200ó)' it will neverthe-
less remain constant at around L2 per cent of the European lJnion's GDP up to
200ó. The shift in tlre balance of expenditure from the Common Agricultural
Policy to the Structural Áctions (i.e. the Structural Funds and the Cohesion
Fund) will cease, but the distribution of the funds will change. The prospective
member states wi_ll receive support from the Structural Áctions of up to 4 per
cent of their GDPs. Some areas ttrat previously qualified for assistance in the
current EU will undoubtedly lose funding, although a transition period is
envisaged.

Housing feseaích in Europe
Since the mid-I980s, serious attempts have been undertaken to make housing
research more international. Within Europe, two broad traditions have emerged
from these ambitions: comparative housing srudies on the one hand, and
research on the effects ofEuropean integration on the other. Bottr traditions are
present in this volume. They can also be found in the literature published to date:

variants of comparative housing research, employing different theories and
methods, at different levels of analysis; and studies on European integration,
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mainly commissioned by supranational organisations interested in the housing

question.
These traditions have been running parallel for some years now, with a few

exceptions mentioned below. We argue for co-operation berlveen comparative

and EU-related housing research. European integration has advanced to the

point where national housing systems cannot be treated as autonomous units of
comparative analysis any longer. Tiris is not because of any prospect of a housing

policy being developed at the Union level, but due to the indilect, back-door

effects of European integration upon national housing markets ancl policies'

Á new agenda had been set by EufoPean policy makers, not by the housing

research community itself, referred to by Kemeny (1992: 16) as 'epistemic drift'

at the national level: The comparative policy agenda almost disappeared beneath

the bulk of European integrarion-cum-housing snrdies precipitated by the drive

rowards European integration. This was helped by the fact that other discipLines

and researchers lvere doing the job: economists, lawyers and European specialists

joined the political scientists, sociologists and geographers who had been active

in comparative housing research previously. Only some economists have contrib-

uted to both sides of t}re camp (e 'g. Ghékiere L99I, 1992; Kleinman 1992,

l99ó; McCrone and Stephens 1995).
Since Maastricht, comparative housing sfudies have continued to be published

(e.g. Balchin l99ó; Barlow and Duncan 1992, 1994; Boelhouwer and van der

Heijden 1992; DoLing 1997; Forrest and Murie 1995; Hallett 1993; Harloe
1995; Hedman 1994; Karn and lVolman 1992; Kemeny 1995; Kleinman 1996;

oxley and Smith l99ó; Padovani 1995; Papa L992;Power 1993; Rudoiph and

Cleff l99ő;lViktorirr 1993), br'it in many cases tlrey ar.e beirrg der.eloped irr rcla

tive isolation from EU-focused housing research, and sometimes fiom each other

too. Hence two types of housirrg studi€s may be distinguished: comparative

housing studies, both at the international and the inter-regional levels, and stld-
ies on the impact of European integration upon housing. A third t'?e of research

is only emerging, i.e . a more integrated view of developments at the European,

national and regional levels. The following sections discuss the strengths and

weaknesses of these three types of international housing research in turn. The
next section includes some brief comments as to ttre contributions of the foilolv-
ing chapters towards a more comprehensive , truly European housing research.

Comparative housing research

As is the case with housing research in general, comparative housing research can

be described as a wulti'disciplinary fie1d of studies' not as a freld oí ts'lly inter-

disciplinary analysis (Kemeny 1992 II); and even this is true only for the most

theorised attempts at comparison. Maty other and most earlier comparative

housing studies lack a Úreoretical ancl a discipl-inary focus at all, at least in an

explicit form. By means of implicit and covert statements, many of these studies

can still be related to broader traditions in cross-national research, such as
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convergence theory, and corporatist theory (e.g. Schmidt l9B9; Kleinman in tiis
volume). The kind of housing research which is not explicitly related to any
discipline, paracligm or theory, was encouraged by the early instinrtionalisation of
housing studies, at le ast in a number of European countries. For example, build-
ing research institutes used to be organised arouncl the lowest common
clenominator, around bricks and mortar and other purely empirical ancl policy
issues.

In his book on Housing and. Social Tl,teory (1992), Kemeny pr.oposes a way out
of the current isolation of housing studies from contemporary debates in ttre
social sciences. .It is a strategy that seems viable also in comparative resear.ch on
housing: researchers should turn to the disciplinary bases of their kind of (com-
parative) housing research, and reconceptualise it as part ofthese separate discip-
lines. That means, ttrere should be more of a (comparative) housing sociology,
more of (comparative ) housing economics, more (comparative) housing policy,
etc. Only after strch a transitional phase oí 'fum anchoring in dle individual
disciplines . . . interactive analysis across disciplines can be developed' (I(emeny
1992: ll-18).

Let us consider one example of what such a re-integration of comparative
housing research into a particular discipline would look like, and what theoretical
and metiodological advances such a reconceptualisation might yield. political
science has been chosen because ofits leading role in international comparative
rese arch. Ány literature se arch will come out with similar results: aprt fÍom c0?}1-

paratiue linguixics, there is an abundance of pubLications on clrupnrrrtilra g0r-
ern?nen4 coruparatite politics and the like . Corupnratitte sociology, on the other
lrand, seerns to be str-ong in medrodological debate (see Ragin L9B7; Ayen L990;
Immerfa-ll I99I, 1995; lanoski and Hicks 1994; Pickvance 1995; Inkeles and
Sasakí l99ó; Crow 1997). There are considerably fewer publications on c0n4-
paratite economic sl,stenos (e.g. Gregory and Stuart 1995; see also the remark by
Rose l99I: 452). Comparative housing studies are even raÍer' but what is virtu-
al-ty entirely lacking is the inclusion of housing into a policy comparison of coun-
tries and regions. The notable exception to this is Heidenheimer et al.'s book on
C owrp ar ntiu e Pu.b li c Policy (199 0).

Comparative housing srudies are a Cinderella amongst the comparative social
sciences, just as housing itself is disliked by al1 kinds of social scientists: it is
neither exclusively a technical problem, nor is it purely market-supplied, nor is it
provided by the welfare state on1y. Kemeny (L992: 79) quotes Wilensky, the
doyen ofpublic policy research, as saying, 'Á bewildering array offiscal, monet-
ary, and other policies that affect housing dAectly and indirectly - even remotely
- have made the task of comparative analysis of public spending in this area nearly
impossible.'

Some leading scholars have left the field instead of devoting more energy to an
integration of housing into comparative analysis. Withín political science, the
enormous task of feeding housing issues into the expanding fields of boú policy
analysis and comparative politics, and their combination into compararive policy
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analysis, remains to be done (for a review in German see Manfred Schmidt 1991,

L993).In a widely debated paper, Stephan Schmidt (1989), a political scientist,

began to relate theories of welfare state actiüty to housing policies and out_

comes. llis comparative database would have meritecl expansion and interpret-

ation by means of policy analysis. Lundqvist (1991), another polirical scientist,

set out a programme for a policy-focused, but not policy-restricted comparative

housing research. Housing issues, which had been of prime interest to Dunlear,y

in his early works (e.g. l9B I ), receive scant notice in his more recent rvork ( l99l:
L20ff.). All these scholars have left the field of housing, and they have left sub-

stantial gaps in housing and comparative housing research.

There are some more a,rguments for the resurrection of policy as one of the foci
of cornparatitte botning researcb, to paraphrase Lundqvist's (I991 ) title. There is a

supranational, European ievel to be unravelled by policy analysis. So far, political
science has concentrated on the legai structures and formal processes of Euro-
pean government, excluding the content and policy making at the European level

(Schumann 1993:394). As will be demonstrated in the next section of this chap-

ter, these policies are almost devoid of any directímpact upon housing, but t}rere

are a number of other fields of European policy which impinge ind.irectly on
housing. Any investigation of how these policies are produced' and of the institu-

tions and poliry nenvorks involved, should be ofconsiderable interest to Euro-
pean housing research.

The deepening and widening of the European Union is having another, posi-

tive side effect upon comparative housing research that has yet to be fuliy
appreciated. In recent years, the data and information bases on member states

have been expanded dramatically and improved by a variety of institutions, EU
agencies and interest groupings. Foi' example, statistical series have been prib-

lished by the European Commission, the Observatory for Social Housing (since

1994) and by the European Mortgage Federation. On a world-wide level, the

United Nations' 'Housing Indicators'database is beirrg extended to all countríes.
These series mark a great improvement on what the UN-ECE's Annunl Bu.lletin

of Howsing antl Bwild,ing Statixics has had to offer since 1957; and even that
publication's coverage was enlarged il 1989. However, the most recent statistical

series are of variable quality.Many are based on national sources, which gives rise

to serious problems of coverage and comparability, severely [mits the abiliry of
economists to conduct rigorous statistical analyses (see Ball and Grilli 7997) and
has led others to recommend a greater roie for the EU in co-ordinating statistical

series (Macleman et al. 1997).

European integration and housing reseaÍch

The European Parliament and various NGOs with an interest in housing have

attempted to place housing on the Commission's agenda, so far with little suc-

cess' The sometimes confusing array of resolutions, communiqués and charters,

that has come out of this process is summarised in McCrone and Stephens
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(1995). Those who would like to see t}le European Union take a more active role
in housing policy have made the following demands: (l) the right to housing
should be included in the Community legislation, particularly in the Social Char-
ter, (2) national housing policies should pay due anenrion to the appticability of
the right to housing, (3) funds should be allocated to EC budget line 83-413, to
beusedforresearch andpilotprojects, aswell as forEuropeanhousingorganisations
(UNFOHLM L992:7). These demands are found in a documenr by possibly the
strongest lobbyist in the field, the French association of non-profit housing
associations, which has initiated several instirutions at the European level: Mis-
sion Europe arrd CECODHAS (the European Liaison Committee for Social
Housing) in l9BB, and the European Social Housing Observarion Unit in 1993.
Together rvith six other NGos in the field (OEIL-IT, FEANTSÁ, EUROPIL'
European Network of Researchers, HIC Europe, ÁITEC), CECODI{AS signed
a 'Europe an Charter against Exclusion and for Housing Rights' in I99f .

In the aftermath of the Single European Act of 1987, several resolutions have
been adopted by the European Parliament which address the problem of home-
lessness and relate it to the newly formuJated goal of 'economic and social cohe-
sion' (Árticles l30A to l30E of tlre Treaty) that is being endangered by an
insufficient supply of affordable housing (see Fitzpatrick in this volume; Daly
1996). Ás in the European Parliament's resolutions, the member states are
exhorted to include a right to housing in the list of fundamental social rights of
their citizens. In at ieast cwo of its resolutions, the Parliament goes as far as to
demand the development of a Community poliry in the field of housing. The
Commission, on the other hand, is urged to investigate the housing situa-
tion across all EU countries, with special regard to the most deprived. The
Parliament's most recent resolution (in May 1997 ) is no exceprion.

Due to this legacy, and to more re cent actiüties of both the Europe an Parlia_
ment and European interest groups' t1re Commission's üew of housing has
become stricdy geared torvards the disadvantaged minoriry (see Kleinman in this
volume). The implicit idea is that if the EU has anything to do with shelter and
housing, then it has to relate to economic and social cohesion, and resulting
problems be alleviated by means of social and, if possible, regional policy. Other
aspects of housing provision, the circumstances of its production, the circum-
stances of its exchange, are not considered a housing question. The bulk of
European legislation is in these spheres, however, and impinges upon the chain
of housing proüsion in many ways (Ambrose t99l; or filiörelogen+ent, as in
Ghékiere 1992: I29). These 'indirect' effects upon housing emanate from the
Union's general economic policy. They have become Úle focus of some
European housing research in recent years.

Related to the two important steps towards European integration, ttre Single
European Áct and t}re Maastricht Treary, two waves of research can be dis_
tinguished: the fust looks at the completion of the single market, the second
evaluates the impacts of monetary union. Both of them are dominated by
economists.
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Ghélciere (L99I, 1992) probably was the fust to analyse the bulk of single
market directives with regard to their consequences for housing construcLion, for
housing maragement, for housing transactions, for housing finance, and for the
legal status of companies. His findrngs are summarised in a ,model of con-
vergence' of housing policies. A monetarist ideology of minimising state inter-
vention and a related belief in market efficiency are leading European nation-
states to withdraw from housing market intervention, albeit in a variety of ways.
Nevertheless, two general processes can be observed: one concerning the
insüuments of housing policy, ttre of}rer concerning the actors and institutions
involved. The instruments are increasingly targeted towards individuar house-
holds, whilst housing institutions are becomíng less specialised, and increasingly
operate at sub-national levels (Ghékiere L992:2I2-2I9).

For the purposes of British housing associations and local housing authorities,
Drake has produced tlvo more practice-oriented reports (1991, 1992). A shorter
repoÍt was given by Lyons (1992). Reports evaluating the use of Eur.opearr
Structural Funds by social landlords have been commissioned by the Housing
Corporation and Sconish l{omes (Stephens et al. 1996, L997). Even more rar-
geted on the needs of one particular British housing auttrority (cardiff) is the
report by Williams and Bridge (1993). The fust 'official' summary of EU legisla-
tion with regard to housing producrion was published by DG V (Wyles 1994).

Theoretically, housing finance should be affected fust by the completion of the
single market, due to capital being more mobile ttian other factors of prod'ction.
l{ence, a number of research projects have centred on the housing effects of
capital market deregr.rlation, both within and beyond the EU (see Bardett and
Branrley L994). In fact, the relevanr direcrives (Capital l,larket Direcdve BB/
36I//EEC, Second Banking Directive 89/646/EEC) are not onJy to be seen as
instruments of the single market, but also as a reflection of a world-wide trencl
towards deregulated and competirive capital markets. In Britain, which has been
a pioneer in this field, EU pol_icy can be said to be ,pushing against an open door'
(Whitehead 1994 29).

The first systematic eva.tuation of the Maastricht Treary with regard to ho.si'g
has come from members of the European Network for Housing Research. At the
Íequest of DG V' Priemus et al. (1993) produced a rePort on the potential
impacts of European monetary and economic union upon national housing
policies.

Ás in the Single European Act before, any reference to housing has been
avoided in the Maastricht Treaty (in contrast to town and cor:ntry planning: see
Barlow in Úris volume). Neverttreless, it is the road towards a single currency
which has attracted most interest from housing researchers. piLemtss et al.
concluded that 'If anything, convergence and union are likely to accelerate
some of the trends in housing policies already emerging at the start of the
1990s' ( 1993: 30).

More recently, the importance of housing systems within a singie currency area
has been consídered. Stephens (1995) focused explicitly on the problems arising
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from house price volatility in some countries. In a report for the Council of
Mortgage knders, Maclennan and Stephens (1997) highlighted the importance

of the housing system to regionai economies adjusting to economic shocks, a

theme also developed by Ball and Grilli (1997') ín their report to the Royal
Institute of Chartered Surveyors.

Both waves of EU-focused housing research have encountered the same dif-
ficulties of separating market processes from the effects of supranational poliry.
This is due to the fact that the lJnion's primary and secondary legislation are not
just instruments by which economic integration is achieved, but that they are also

a reflection of market-led developments. It is quite difficult, therefore, to dis-

entangle global-market-induced and EU-poliry-induced changes of European
integration. For practical reasons, such a distinction was made t:y Pnemus et al.
(1993 34).

The structure of this book
Part I of this book is devoted to markets, with contributions relating both to
changes in the global economy to which European national economies have

reacted, ancl ttre impact of European integration itself. Christine \4/tritehead sets

the stage witlr a reüew of integration in capitai markets. She finds that despite

capital market liberalisation, the distinctive characteristics of mortgage syst€ms

have persisted at the national levei. Michael Oxley and |acqueline Smith search

for the determinants of housing investment levels amongst EU member states.

Michael Ball and Michael Harloe follow with a review of recent changes in hous-
irrg provision, deliberately incIuding the USÁ, arrd dolvnplayi-rrg any specific

impact of European integration upon housing. Hugo Priemus concludes with an

evaluation of the direct and indirect consequences of EU legislation for the

construction industry.
Even in Priemus's contribution, where the supranational level of policy is most

explicitly researched, its impact upon national and regional markets is found to
be limited, and divergent organisational patterns of the buitding process are pre -

dicted to persist. Convergence is seen to be driven by more general, global pro-
cesses, lvhich are not ahvays admitted by national and/or European policies. On
such occasions t}le territorial or scale dimension of the convergence/divergence
debate comes to the fore: there may be convergence amongst member states

within tJle EU, but divergence may continue or aggravate between regions,
sectors and classes of their economies and societies.

In Part II, the focus shifts towards policies at the national and regional levels

that are being affected by policy changes at the European level. Chapters in this
section tend to concede a somewhat greater role to the Union in shaping
national outcomes. The interplay between different levels and sectors of Euro-
pean poiicy receive more attention than used to be the case. In places the task can

only be achieved by means of reducing the comparative database to a number of
case studies.

t0
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Mark Stephens analyses the impact of fiscal restraint upon public housing
expenditure, currentll' ths strongest effect that European integration exerts upon
national housing policies. ]ames Barlorv continues with a review of recent EU
involvement in regional planning and environmental issues. This is an area which
used to be dominated by the legal and institutional legacies of nation states.

Recendy, a number of comparative srudie s have extended our knowledge of dif-
ferent types of urban planning (see Newman and Thornley l99ó) and different
üends in regional clevelopment within Europe (ooPEC 199ó). These strrdies
will not have any immediate repercussions in EU legislation, but they will con-
dnue to inform the policy agenda at the national and European levels (Kunz-
marrn 1996). Valerie Karn and Louíse Nyström discrrss another negiected asPect
of housing policy, the setting of bui-lding standards and recent trends tor.vards

their deregulation within the EU and beyond.
Part III is devoted to the social outcomes of housing markets and policies

across Europe. Chapters range from the 'true'housing costs of homeowners to
the problems of the socially excluded. Again these contributions are more on the
comparative side ofEuropean housing research, and references to the role ofthe
Union are limited, so emphasising its currently limited direct role .

To date, the European Union does not interfere in direct taxation (with a fei.v

exceptions, mainly deriving fiom European Court decisions). With regard to
homeowners, the existing variery of national systems of taxation is amply demon-
strated in Marietta l{affner's chapter. It is her stated goal to make these different
ways of ta,ration and subsidisation comparable, by means of applying the concept
of user costs (instead of using the standard method of housing expenses). |ohn
Hills takes arr evcn rvider vier.v on the irnpact of both olvning and renting upon
the distribution of incomes. Ány further policy at the Uniorr level shou]d be
irlformed by the results of such advances in comparative methodology. It remains
to be seen whether and when future amendments to the Treary will include
guidelines as to fhe definition oí taxable income. Wit}r regard to corporate
income taxation, such a harmonisation of the assessÍnent basis has already been
proposed by the Ruding Committee Report (CEC L992).

Suzanne Fitzpatrick analyses ttre causes, characteristics and extent of home-
Iessness in the European lJnion, and considers whether the very limited actions
of the EU in rhis area should be extended further. Ánne Power makes accessible
yet another persistent problem of European housing, that of run-down housing
eStates. Well before recent moves towards European integration, in the l9ó0s
and 1970s, each country had developed its variant of mass housing. Comparative
analysis of selected case studies sheds new light on similarities and differences in
housing management and rehabilitation.

Trying to avoid the traditional schism between convergence and divergence
approaches, Mark Kleinman proposes the notion of 'policy collapse' as being the
main characteristic of Western European housing policies. Over the last twenty
years, responsibilities have been devolved down to sub-national levels, and hous-
ing policy has become fragmented into issues of poverry and social exclusion on

1l
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tlre one hand, and ínto issues related to safeguarding tlre housing situation of the
better off on the other hand. There is considerable agreement here with other
comparative findings discussed above, and the related observation that, if any,
only the poverry-related issues of housing are being considered by the Union and
its institutions.

Part IV looks at the current patterns of diversity amongst nationa-l housing
policies and their further development. Sirpa Tulla adds information on the hous-
ing situation within the Nordic countries, inside and outside the EU. Despite
clecades of social policy harmonisation, housing markets and policies have
remained surprisingly different in these countties, and EU membership 72er sehas
hardiy made any difference so far. Since the collapse of communism, housing
subsidies and nelv construction have been dramatically recluced, and a substantial
part of the stock has now been privatised. Iván Tosics shows the diversity that
exists in housing amongst the transitional economies in Central Eastern, South
Eastern and North Eastern Europe. Compared to other aspects of an impending
membership of the EU (at least for the fust group of countries) housing will not
be such a problem. As within the exisring Union, the consequences of integration
will be indirect, consisting of mairrly síde effects arising from economic legisla-

tion, plus a few direct social policy programmes for the deprived. Perhaps of
greater importance will be the effects of integrating new candidates into the
circüts of information exchange that span t}re Union: pilot, demonstration and
'best practice' projects are deliberately aimed at imitation, far beyond the places
and instirutions involved. By means of comparative statistics and reports, invest-
ment opporflrnities will be recognised by builders, developers and lenders, and
the virrues of mairrtairúrg some efficient fornr oi social housirrg r.vill become
visible to East European politicians and administrators.

Across all chapters of this volume , a multiplicity of relations berween compara-

tive housing research and EU-focused housing research is being addressed.

Nevertheless, all chapters can still be classified as either being mainly comparative
or mainly centred on the EU. The two strands of housing research coexist, and
ttris is to be welcomed, 'rhe relation betuteen European integration and national
housing policies fbeing] bilateral' (Priemus t al. L993:53). The t\,vo traditions
should grow together in thc years to come.
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E I]RO PEAI.{ INTE GRATI ON AND
THE EAST- CENTRAL EUROPEAN

.OUTSIDERS'I

Ipán Tosics

There are at least rwo obstacles to analysing the problems of an extension east-
r,vards of the EU from a housing policy point of view One is the general lack of
information about the housing component of European integration. The second
is the lack of reliable comparable information on housing, not only showing the
differences betrveen Western and Eastern European countries, but between the
eastern countries ttremselves. The situation has somewhat improved in dte last
years in reiation to the second problem with the completion of the East-Central
European Regional Housing Indicators project (funded by USAID with add-
itional help from UNCHS/Hat:itat and the ECE) Íiom which comparable
information is available on the relative housing situation of the individual Central
and East Ewopean countries.

In this chapter we address three important questions from a housing policy
point ofvielv:

. lvhat are the pros and cons for the EU ofan extension to the east!

. lvhat are dre expectations of and possible effects on the eastern countries
regarding joining the EUf

. What kind of differences exist between the countries of central and east
Europe regarding their desire and ability to join the EUf

We have to emphasise that at this moment we cannot give well-documented
answers on these questions. Holever, we can use the available (limited) empirical
data, and, just as importantly, place these questions into a coherent framework.
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The Central and Eastern European region: background

Classifuing the counu,ies of the Central and Eastet n European
reglon

As the consequence of the dlamatic changes (the formation of nation-states) of
recent years the number ofcountries in the Central and Eastern European region
has increased greatly. According to some calculations there are more than forty
'transitional' countries (on their r,vay from planned to market economy) all over
the lvorld, the majoriry of rvhich are in Europe or in the acljacent areas. We
cannot deal with this number of countries but úere is no need to do so as t}re

problem of EU integration is limited to a much smaller circle of countries. As a
rvorking hypothesis (taken from Pickel and Pickel 1995) we can establish four
groups ofcountries which can be regarded as being in different positions from
the point of vierv of EU intcgration.

The group ofpost-Soüet states (referred to later in this chapter as 'Eastern
East European' or EEE countries) has the least chance of joining the EU in the
short term. However' this does not mean' as we 'r.vill see, that úey do not have
such hopes in the longer term.

The North Eastern European (NEE) countries, although having already
strong ties to Western Europe, especially the Nordic countries, are in a special
position as a consequence ofthe special interest Russia still expresses towards any
idea of this group joining the EU or NÁTO'

The group ofSouth Eastern European (SEE) countries is a very rnixed group,
consisting of countries in verl' clifferent positions regarding their economic and
political development. Some of these countries have definite political aims to join
the EU already in the fust round, lvhi-le others do not aim for this in the short run
or do not see it as realistic.

The Central Eastern European (CEE) countries consist of tlle V-4 (Visegrad)
countries plus Slovenia as the least war-affected Yugoslavian successor state. This

Table 15.1 The classification of countries in the Eastern European region from the
point ofview of EU integration

Central Eastern
European states

South Eastern Nortb Eaxern Pox-Soviet xates
European states Earopean states

(Babic countries)

Poland
Czech Republic
Slovakia
Hungary
Slovenia

Romania
Bulgaria
Macedonia
Albania

Lawia
Liúuania
Estonia

Euro-Russia
Belorussia
Ukraine
fumenia
Georgia

Source: Pickel md Pickel (1.995).

Note
Croatia and Yugoslavia could be classified into the South Eastern Europem group.
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gÍoup of countries forms úe CEFTÁ (Central European Free Trade Area) group
which aims to decrease inter-country barriers to trade. The CEE countries are

now the 'neighbours' ofthe EU and have already built up strong relationships
with some of the institutions of the EU.

The idea of a 'buffer zone' on the eastern border of the EU (see Willace et al.

f995) is illustrated in Figure 15.1. The four countries belonging to rhis zone
consist of those which are in a geographical sense in between the EU and the

successoÍ countries of t}le Soviet Union. From the beginning of transition it was

clear that countries wittr seventy years of socialist-communist heritage need mole
time to adjust to the democratic and market-based model than countries with
'only' forty years of that heritage . Furthermore, within the latter group, the EU
neighbour countries are in a special position.

It was an early recognition of the EU that the potential problem of a mass

exodus from tlle east to t}re west could be handled (orúy) by establishing a new

'iron curtain' on the eastern border of the EU. A much better solution is to
create relative stability in the neighbouring countries and try to convince them
that, in the hope of early NATO and EU membership, they should contribute to

the guarding of the eastern border of the EU (see Wallace et al. L995:41) The
special handling of the buffer zone me ans that the CEE sub-region is in a narur-

ally advantageous position with regard to joining the EU.

The Eax Ewropean n't'od.el of howsing policy

In earlier articles (e.g. Hegedüs and Tosics l99ó) we have described in more
detail the logic and the historical devclopment of the housing pclicies of the

Central and East European countries and we called this special form of housing

policy the East European Housing Model (EEHM). The main features of this

type of housing policy were direct state control over housing built by the state,

co-operatives and saving banks (allocated partly on the merit principle, partly

according to social principles), and indirect state control over private forms of
housing connected with the control over households'income. There lvere some

changes in the development of this model in the different countries (described as

'cracks' in the originally unified model). The 1970s and the fust part of the

1980s were the 'best years' of this kind of housing policy in most Central and

East European countries, showing a relatively high level of new construction
(atmost l0 new units per I,000 population per year in Hungary).

In our analysis we shorved that this system finctioned with huge problems
(inefficíencies and inequalities) regarding the allocation of subsidies' the use of
investment in the buiiding industry, the urban consequences of new construc-

tion, etc. Even in the period ofrelatively high budget expenditures on housing,

EEHM was a quite ineffective way of allocating this money. Over-centralised,
over-controlled housing policies were developed, which, being a-lmost totally

dependent on the state budget, had to be changed at the fust signs of budget

difficulties.
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Soarce: Pickel nd Pickel ( f 995), Wailace et al. (1995).
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In some of the countries the changes came some years before ttre change in tJle
political system. Slovenia, Hungary and Poland started to reform their housing
policies in the 1980s, decreasing control over tie private sector and changing the
subsidy system to a more balanced one, across the different housing forms. In
most of tie countries of the region, however, the really substantial changes came
in the early 1990s, mainly in the form of massive give-away privatisation of the
public rental housing stock. As a result, the control of the state decreased to a

minimum level, both regarding political-legal regulations and the share of the
non-private housing forms. Housing policies of the countries of the region
became even less regulated and less state-controlled than those of the lVestern
European countries.

Epaluation of tbe politicnl and. econoru.ic sitwa.tiln in the Eax European
cou?Ltraes

In the last few years extensive attitude surveys have been carried out to get an

overview of t-he opinion of the population regarding t-he most important pro-
cesses of change. Figure 15.2 shows the outcome on two questions, the fust of
which measured the degree of satisfaction with the way democracy is run in the
given country, ll'hile the second measured the subjeccive evaluation of economic
development by the people. (The source is the Central and Eastern Eurobarom-
eter 3 and 4, from 1992 ar'd 1993, having approximately 1,000 random samples
from each of the countries, see Pickel and Pickel L995: I).)

The results show a very differentiated picture wittLin the CEE and SEE sub-
regions, lvhi-le the Baltic counties and the EEE group seenls to be much more
homogeneous. The authors conclude:

We draw the conclusion that the long-term perspective ofpolitical stabil-
ization is bui1t up on the shoÍt-term perspective of the current econom-
ical improvement, or proper\ speaking, on the appearance of a currently
be fter e conomical siruadon.

(Pickel ancl Pickel 1995: 7)

While not denying the existence of such a correlation, there are also other
determinants, in our opinion, influencing the level of satisfaction with the new
polítical system' one of those is the past experience of each country with any
kind of political freedom. The huge difference, for example, between the

Czech Republic and Poland on the one hand and Hungary on the other
regarding the satisfaction with the way democracy is run, cannot be fully
explained on the basis of satisfaction with economic development. The very
positive reaction of Czechs and Poles is obviously connected to t}le fact that
political freedom in these countries before 1989 was much more limited than in
Hungary.

There is another important factor to be measured, namely the differences
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among the Central and East European countries regarding the desirabiliry of
joining the EU. Table 15.2 summarises attitudes to integrarion.

The first part of the table is based on the Central and Eastern Eurobarometer 3
(autumn 1992), relating to atdnrdes to joining the EU among CEE counrries.
The second half of the table is based on Eurobarometer 38 and shows the per-
centage of EU population accepting the citizens of the different Eastern and
Central European countries.

The comparison of the two data-sets shows that the desire in the population to
join the EU is the highest in the CEE and SEE counrries, while data on the
acceptance ofthe countries by the population ofthe EU show preferences for the
CEE and Baltic countries. The group of EEE countries is at the bottom of both
preference-lists. We should not accept the results of ttris rype of evaluation
uncritically. Apart from the methodological problems (scale differences, averages
of countries of very different size) there is aiso a theoretical problem: the rejec-
tion of integration (or wanting to postpone it) can be based on very diíferent
attitudes: t}re Swiss or Danish rype of arguments are completely different Íiom
the arguments of those who believe in the necessiry of keeping a srrong Eastern
Europe and not integrating into ttre Western world. Ánother aspect is the

Table 15.2 Átdrudes towaIds integration

Attitudes to the tirne-point ofintegrntion. into the
Ewropean Union

Neper Over 10 In 5
(1) l0 yoa.rs yea?'s
(%) ye,Lrs (3) (4)

(2) (%) (%)
(%)

Now At:erage Growp
(5) ofl-5 areyage
(%)

EU population:
acceptance of
the given
c0Lrl'ttry
(per cent)

% Group
a,ccepts ,r'yer&!e

Hungary 2
Czech Rep. 3
Siovfia 2
Poland 4
Slovenia t
Bulgaria I
Romania I
Macedonia 4
Albania I
Estonia 3
Lawia 2
Lithuania 1

Russia 4
Belarus 5
Ukraine 3
fumenia 5

34ór0
89
38
46
62
32

19 25
10 t0
7L2

17 2\
2t 2r
24 20
19 23
23 I8

40 4.30
28 3.97
33 4.02
44 4.18
39 4.23
30 4.r9
66 4.56
70 4.53
L2 3.39
25 3.82
25 3.9r
13 3.49
2 2.96
2 2.95
2 3.OB
7 3.08

56.40

43.75

53.67

41.00

?t
45
ac
23
44
29
I3
15
32
29
2)
36
22
26
27
25

4.r4

4.L7

3.74

3.02

69
57
46
óB
,1

52
52
36
35
55
53
53
47

3r.
44

Sorrr: lickel md Pickel (1995).
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mixture of personal or patriotic wishes with political realities. E{owever, there are

no more detailed data available which would make it possible to refine the results.

The housing situation in the.East-Central European
couÍrtrres

In this chapter lve give a short overúew on the housing situation of the East-
Cenual European countries (and where possible , also in comparison with data on
the EU countries). We do not have all the data necessary to show the differences
among the four groups of countries (in parricular data for the EEE group are

missing) tius the following tables are only illustrations. Our results (taken from
the USÁID funded database, MRI, 1996) _ concentrating on the fust tfuee sub_

regions - show the nee d to continue the work on a system of reliable regiona-lly

relevant indicators in order to understand the speciflcs ofthe transition process in
the East-Central European countries. The analysis and evaluation of data in this

section is based mainly on Hegedüs et al. (|996).

The new tznrrl,e structure and. basic qwa'?rtittltire/qaertí'tatipe
indiees

From Table 15.3 it can be seen that there is no common tenure structure pattern

in t}te region and there are huge differences even within countries belonging to
the same group (cf. t}le difference within the CEE sub-region, i.e. beween the

Czech Republic, Poland and Slovakia on tÍre one hand and Hungary and Slov_

enia on the otlrel). Ás a corrsequerrce of massive privarisarion in some countrics
the share of the owner-occupied sector became very high, much higher ttran

'necessary' taking the high proportion of families below the poverty line into
account. By comparison, EU data on homeownership show a spread beween 38
per cent and 8l per cent which is a smaller range than that between the countries

listed in the table. The share of the rental sector is higher in the EU countries

than in the transitional countries, mainly due to the very big diFference in the

share ofthe private rental sector.
In most of the EU counLries housing shortages on the national level disap-

peared as early as the 1970s and the number of housing units exceeded the

number of households. This was not the case in the East-Central European coun-
tries. Migration from rural to urban areas was still strong and in most of the

countries huge state-subsidised nelv housing construction programmes had to be

initiated in the 1970s. Ás a result (see Table 15.4 ), urban housing shortage is not
a general problem of the region any longer in the mid-1990s (except for some of
the countries, notably Poland, and most of the successor states to the Soviet

Union). l{owever, the densities shown in Table 15.4 highlight ttre special situ-

ation of the countries of the SEE sub-region: the number of flats equals or even

exceeds the number of households, but the size of the flats (number of rooms

and íloor area) is very small, resulting in high density indices.
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Table 15.3 The tenure structure in Eastern Europe around 1994 (yo).

Pwblic
rentnl

Pripate Other
rental rental

Owner Other
occxr?ied (eg.

co-op)

Czech Rep.
Hungary
Poland
Slovakia
Slovenia

Total CEE
Álbania
BuJgaria
Croatia
Romania

Total SEE

Estonia
Lawia
Lithuania

Total Baltic

Total transitíon
countries

Totai EU

27.6
13.0
25.4
26.0
8.9

23.r

2.0
ó.8

l0.ó
7.8

7.6

56.0
54.0
12.9

36.4

I8.ó

14.T

4.7
1.0
5.2
0.5
Ó.t

?o

NAV
2)
3./
3.0

3.1

5.0
5.0
8.5

6.5

3.8

2r.2

ó.l
NAV
r3-5
0.5
0.0

8.2

0.0
0.3

NAV
0.2

0.2

3.0
2.0
0.0

1.3

5.9

2.4

42.2
8ó.0
4r.7
5 l.ó
87.7

52.0

98.0
89.7
84.5
88.9

89.1

30.0
39.0
78.6

54.4

64.2

58.7

L9.4
0.0

14.2
2t.4
0.0

\2.8

0.0
0.0
1.2
0.2

0.3

ó.0
0.0
0.0
l2

7.5

3.6

Sources: For data on the transitional countries, Mzu (1996); for rhe EU data, EU (1993); there
are fouteen countries included (the twelve former EU members with Áustria md Srve den).

Note
NÁV means that data ile not available. The individual country data tre weighted by the number
ofdrvellings to get the regional averages.

The development of infrastructure showed a special pattern in the socialist
period: the limited amoltnt of capital devoted to infrastructure was concentrated
on the cheaper sectors (such as water supply) as opposed ro the more expensive
ones (such as sewage systems). Ás a result a big'infrastructure scissot'developed
in ali of the transitional economies: the piped water sysrem is much more
developed than the piped sewage system. 'second-best' methods, such as septic
tanks (wfuch needed private instead of public invesünent and were cheaper in
terms of t}le immediate investment costs, even if they had serious environmental
consequences in the longer run), were widely used to compensate for tlle lack
of sewage systems, making possible the relativ-ely high share of flats with
bathrooms.

EU data show a substantially better siruation in the number of dwellings and
their size/quality, compared to the siruation in the transitional countries.
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Table 15.4 Basic quantitative and qualitative aspects ofthe housing stock 1994

Housing Hoaseboltl Square
anits per prr rretres
1,000 dwelling per
people person

Person Piped Bath
per roo'rn wa,ter or

(% of sltoper

Ílax) (% of
Ílatl

Czech Rep.
Hungary
Poland
Slovakia
Slovenia

Total CEE

Albania
Bulgaria
Croatia
Romania

Total SEE

Estonia
Lawia
Lithuania

Total Baltic
states

Total transition
countries

Total EU
countries

397
385
296
334
338

410
370
329

330

219
405
336
34r
344

358

337

1.01
0.99
I'0ó
r.00
0.95

I.03

1.00
0.88
0.98
0.95

0.94

1.03
I.I3
1.0ó

1.08

1.00

25.5
32.t
L8.2
2r.9
19.0

22.4

8.0
16.7

17.4

L6.6

32.0
20.9
19.7

22.8

20.4

34.7

1.04
0.92
r.02
r.14
l.Jr

r.02

2.70
r.00
l.t0
L.19

T.2T

1.I8
L.2T
L30

r.24

r.1 t

0.ó

96.9 90.9
82.9 85.9
84.2 71.5
91.8 88.9
97.4 8ó.6

87.4 79.6

57.5 54.0
83.4 44.7
Bó.2 75.7
53.ó 4B.2

65.3 50.9

89.7 73.2
7ó.ó 65.9
58.9 53.8

7r.7 62.2

78.4 68.2

93_3428

Notes
a Nmbers in italic ue from UN (1995).
b Data for Lithuania exclude private ownership dwellings.
c The indiüdua] country dáta are weighted by the number of dwellings to get t}re regional

averages.

Affirdability issues: 'rent to incorne' and.'ltowsi.ng cost to incorne'
rf,,tios

Social issues are extremely important in the process of transition. The measure-

ment of affordabiJiry was an important part of the original set of key indicators
(established by UNCHS/Habitat and the World Bank), but the indicator 'rent
to income' did not take üe total housing_related cost into consideration. In tlre

socialist countries both rents and services/uti.litíes related to housing lvere heav-

ily subsidised. In the transition period it was easier for the state and the local
governments to cut the subsidies on services/utiLities than on rents' For example ,

the prices ofenergy, water and sewage, and garbage collection were increased in
many of the countries more or less to world market level.2 Thus the indicator
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Table 15.5 l{ousing expenditures (rents and utilities) to income in the public rental
sector in 1990 and 1994

Rent to irucome (%) Utility expenses to
incorue (%)

Total bousing
expenses to income
(%)

1990 1994 1990 1994 1990 t994

Czech Republic
Hungary
Poland
Slovakia
Slovenia

Total CEE

Albania
Bulgaria
Croatia
Romania

Total SEE

Estonia
Lawia
Lithuania

Total Baltic states

Total transition
countries

2.7
5.0
1.0
5.0

2.4

1.0
15.2

8.3

r0.4

0.8

0.8

5.1

3.1
3.8
1.8

5.2

2.7

1.3

0.2

0.5

4.2
1.8
1.5

t.7

1.9

3.9
5.0
5.0
7.2

5.0

6.8

8.3

8.0

1.5

L5

5.8

7.8
19.7
lt.t
L4.7
9.r

12.4

ó.8

9.5

9.2

9.9
9.I

17.5

13.9

I t.4

6.6 10.9
r0.0 23.5
ó.0 I2.9
I2.2 20.0

14.3

7.4 I5.1

22.0 8.1

Ió.ó 9.7

18.4 9.7

I4. I
2.3 I0.9

19.0

2.3 15.ó

10.9 13.3

'total housing expenditures to income' (column 3 in Table 15.5) shows better
the changes than the indicator (rent to income ' (column I in Table 15.5).

The average tota.l housing expendifures to income aÍe still lower than in
most of the EU countries. However, as a consequence of the much lower ievel of
household incomes, even a 20-25 per cent housing expenditure ratio causes
hardship to many families. This also means that local and/or central goveÍrments
have problems in increasing the low level of rents. The fact that uti1iry price
increases are 'crowding out' the possibilities of rent increases has serious con-
sequences for the chances of renovating/modernising the run-dolvn multi-family
housing stock.

It must be mentioned that the indicator 'median house price to income'
ratio (the ratio of the median free -market price of a dwelling and ttre median
household income) is calculated from ttre total housing stock, not just new units.
The price of newly constructed units is still very high compared to income all
over the region.

Because of the major restructuring now under lvay in East-Central Europe
some of the relations known from economics take a special form. It is a
well-known fact that house prices (even if subsidised and in some countries
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administratively controlled) were in the socialist system very high compared to in-
comes in the East-Central Europe an region. Since the collapse ofthe socialist hous-
ing model, housing prices, both for newly constructed units and for real-estate
transactions, are free to be set by market forces. Ás an additional fact, data show
that countries are experiencing a major decrease oínew housing output (see Table
15.7). These facts, horvever, have an unexpected relation to the change in hous-
ing prices. Despite the fact that in the centrally planned housing systems housing
price inflation was much higher than the consumer price index (CPI), in the last
few years, when price setting b€came free and construction dropped dramatically,
house price inflation - as shown in Table 15.ó - dropped as well, below the level
of ttre CPI. The median'house price to income'ratio has dropped from a level
around 6.7 in L990 to 4.4 n 1994 (within capital cities the drop was Í}om 9.3 to
ó.8).

Possible explanations for this paradoxical sinration, which relate closely to tran-
sitional issues, could be as follows:

. housing ceased to be the major and safest form ofsavings, as there are other
legal possibilities

o privatisation and restitution freed an additional supply of housing, which
pushed down prices

Table 15.ó Housing price-to'income ratío and house price inflation in tlre owner-
occupied sector

House price to income
(ratios)

1990

Real howse price
inflation
(%)

19941994

Czech Republic
Hungary
Poland
Slovakia
Slovenia

Total CEE

Albania
Bulgaria
Croatia
Romania

Total SEE

Estonia
Lawia
Lithuania

Baltic states

Total transition countries

NAV
5.9
NAV
4.0
NAV

25.0

L6.6

NAV

NAV

5.6
5.7
3.2
5.ó
7.0

4.3

2.0
4,0
-9.0
-ó.8

-6.2
r.2

-1.9

-30.0

-r7.7
-25.0

4.7
-10.5

-10.4

5.8

4.7

5.0

3.6

3.2

3.3

4.4
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I. TOSICS

because of decreasing GDP (and real income) households save more and do
not invest in housing
housing markets function better, residential mobility is increasing, restric-
tions on muitiple ownership are eliminated
the private construclion sector is producing housing with characteristics
sought after by t}lose who previously were most constrained in their choices.

Yet the 'house price to income' ratio in tJre capital cíties is still high lvhen
compared to that found in other comparable cities.

Changts in bousing outplr.t

Production and investment both fell sharpll' over the period J.990-I994.
Investment in housing relative to GDP fell from 3.2 per cent to l.ó per cent (an
average fall of 50 per cent) and ranged from a ó5 per cent decline in Poland to
only 22 per cent in Romania.

Output in physical terms also fell from 3.ó dwellings per 1'000 people in 1990
to I.8 per 1,000 in 1994, a drop of 50 per cent, with the steepest drops in the
Baltics. (EU countries have an almost tluee times higher new construction rate,
despite t}le already better housing situation.) Notwithstanding these clrops in
physical production, in a number of countries in úe region (notably in the Baltic
countries and in Slovenia) the number of households fell over the same period,
while in rhe CEE countries the increase in the number of households was smaller
than t}le increase in the housing stock. Ás a consequence, the net number oí
drvellings per household actually increased in the region, i.e. dre householdT'
dwelling indicator decreased from 1.02 to 1.00.

The opening up of housing markets to private construction activity has

resulted in a significant increase in the size and qualiry of dr,vellings being pro-
duced, generally in response to effective demand in parts of the market that were
restricted as a measure of policy in the former system. From 1980 to 1990,
average unit sizes of newly built dwellings had increased from 62 to 73 square
metÍes) an increase of about lB per cent' But in the subsequent four 1'ears the
average size ofnew units being produced grew to 8ó square metres _ an average in-
crease of22 pel cent (and a range ofgrollth between 5 and 58 per c€nt within the
region). One measure of the extent of this 'upmarket'move in production comes
from comparing production in Eastern Europe to that ofWestern Europe, where
the average size ofnewly built dwellings :u;'1994 was 92 square metres - a differ-
ence of less than l0 per cent despite the fact that officially measurable incomes in
Eastern Europe were only about one-eighth as high as those in Western Europe .

Hoasingf.nanee

The role of housing finance within the overall financial system, which was gener-
ally small to begin with, has generally lessened over ttre early y'sars of the transi
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tion. This is pardy due to the high nominal and real interest rates, partly to táe
lack of competition and other insritutional problems. The Housing credit port-
íolio' ttre share of housing loans among the assets of the banking system' was
beloi.v 9 per cent _ a very low level even compared to countries at consideÍably
lorver levels of economic a'd financial development. As a consequence, tie
'credit to value' ratio is also very lorv, only 12 per cent.

In the socialist housing system there was only one single bank to make all
housing loans. By 1994, conditions were little changed: the median share of
housi'g loans nade by the largest lender in the sector had fallen onry to g3 per
cent' Át the same time, howevet, Iending practices lvere being rationalised
ttrroughout the region. The interest rate spreads berween lend.ing rates and
deposit rates in housing banks became positive in most countries - even so, these
l'ere lou'er than spreads available on orher types of lending, including that for
central government financial obligations. This situation considerably dampened
the rvillingness of even the housing banks to extend loans for housing. Neverthe-
less, according toHegedis et a!.:

other ínnovations, howeveÍ, offered more promise in changing the
incentives for banks to lend and househoids to borrow. These included
the introduction of indexed mortgages such as the Deferred payment
Nlortgage in Hungary, tlle introduction of a mortgage banking systen-r
n'hich relies in part on issue of mortgage bonds to raise funds in the
Czech Republic, and the introduction of a variant on the German
Bausparkasse system in the Czech Republic and Slovakia.

(Hegedűs et nÍ. 1996: 126)

Tbe bowsíng si'tuation af East-Central Een opean countries i.n a
coraparative view

At the end of our overvielv of the housing siruation of the countries of
East-central Europe we compa-re some of rhe data of the twerve Eastern
European countries to those of countries and cities in Western Europe,3 and
countries and cities with similar levels of economic development throughout the
world.a

Comparisons of key indicators at rhe beginning of the transition period sug-
gest that the housing situation of most of the East-central European counrries
(especially of those of the CEE sub-region) is surprisingly good compared to
ot}rer countries of similar economic development. Át the same time, the housing
situation is substantialiy worse than in the EU counrries. consequently, the issue
of housing shortage which is frequently alleged wirhin the region is likely to be
substantiated only on the basis of either inappropriate comparisons ro western
Europe, with incomes eight times as high, or expectations which have been
conditioned by decades oflow and disrorted prices.

On the other hand:
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Table 15.8 Housing finance indicators

Housing credit Credit to
portfolio palue

Housing loan Hoasing loan to
concentrrrtion one year deposit

1990 1994 1994 1994 1994

Czech Republic 5.2
Hungary ló.8
Poland 4.1,

Slovakia 5.8
Slovenia 25.5

Total CEE 7.0

Albania
Bulgaria
Croatia
Romania

Total SEE 2.2

Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

Total Baltic state

Total uansition
countries

3
8.4 10.4
t9 r7.9
4.2 10
r4.9 37.2

13.ó L6'5

8.9
r.9 5.5

0.ó 3'7

r.7 4.2

0
2.8
2.7 ló
2.2 1ó.0

8.7 12.2

-3.0 6.0
-0.1 B.t_115'ó 9.5
-I.5 5 .2

NAV 2.8

-69.7 8.2

NAV 8.3_ó.0 _8.0

--4.0 18.0

4.5 r0.7

0.0 0.0
NAV 50-i00

-1.0 9.0

-0.7 20.8

80
96
98
42

9L.4

94
85
/+
85

84.4

40

40

85.4 42.5 9.9

Note
Weighted by the number of population in 1994.

there is ample evidence that there are significant problems in the distri-
bution of housing. Relative to market-oriented economies, there is far

less correspondence between household income levels and housing
quality/quantity outcomes; and many more large households occupy
small dwellings and small families large dweliings than is *re case in
market economies. The level of upkeep and maintenance of the existing
multi-family housing stock is far below that of market economies,
there is a significant'deferred maintenance', relative to t}re economically
necessaÍy normal maintenance cycles.s Relative to market economies,
there is also a far more ümited range of choice of available housing types,

styles, and quality ievels. Moreover, the spatial distribution of housing in
Eastern European cities often exhibits a paftern heavily influenced by
huge prefabricated housing estates in the outer zones ofthe cities, fre-

quendy resulting in more dispersed housing than that found in market
economies, and resulting in higher costs of commuting to and from
work, higher infrastructure costs, and higher energy costs. The resulting
disequilibria betlveen household preferences and housing outcomes cÍe_

ates much ofwhat appears to be high 'excess demand' for housing rvhich
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Table 15.9 Different measures of the housing situation around 1990 in the cities of
tfuee groups of countries

Ind.icator Countrygrouping

EnsternEarope Inconte
coruprnr&tors

Westet n
Europe

Per capita cNP ($/year)
Share of owner-occupied housing

(%)

Rent to income (%)

House price (median dwelling) to
lncome

Floor area per person (m2)
Households per dwelling unit
Persons per room
Dwelling units per 1,000 people
Housing production: dweliings

produced per 1,000 people
Housing investment as a share of

GNP (%)

Housing credit portfolio"

2,552

28% (cities)
58% (countries)
5.7

o2
19.6
L.T2
1.28

366

4.5

3.7%
9.7%

2,43r

62'/,

20.5

4.2
14.0

]..1ó
),.74

207

7.4

6.3%o

Is.60Á

L9,792

65%o

15.9

,./
32.3
r.0z
0.67

48t

ó'l

3.8"/o

26.2y"

Sourcet Unsveighted city data &om uound 1990, partly from the Extensive Housing Survey
(World Bank), partly from the East Central Europem Regional Housing Indicators Database
(MRI 199ó).

Note
a Deíined as the ratio of the value of tota.l horrsing loans to the value of all outstanding loms in

both comercial and government financia.l institutions.

is reflected in high sales prices of housing Íelative to rypical incomes,
large black market premia for suitably located rental housing, and long
waiting lists for state subsidized housing. These disequilibria impose
costs not only on those whose prefeÍences cannot be satisfied by the
distributional system of the Eastern European housing model, but spill
over into other areas of the economy as well, aÍfecting negatively, in
particulaÍ, labor markets - increasing regional wage differentials, distort-
ing incentives for employers, and increasing levels of unemployment.

(Hegedüs et al' 1996: 106)

To sum up we suggest the following hypothesis: housing will not be among the
major obstacles for the extension of the EU, because an acceptable minimum level
of housing proüsion already exists in the countries of the East-Central European
region. The serious ploblems wiú the disuibution and quality of housing suggest,

however, that there will be good opporÍunities forwestern institutions to invest in
the improvement of the housing and urban sector of the region, especially taking
into account the high expectations ofpopulation groups to live in better houses.
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Housing problems and policies in the EU and their
relevance for the Bastern European countries

EU inagT ati.on and the regulation of housing

The main principle regarding the Communiry's approach to housing is as

follows:

In areas which do not fall within its exclusive competence, the Com-
munity shall take actions, in accordance with the principle of subsidiar-
ity, only if and in so far the objectives of the proposed action ca-Írnot be
sufficiendy achieved by Úre Member States and can therefore , by reason

ofthe scale or effects oft}le proposed action, be better achieved by the
Community.

(Maastricht Treary L992, see McCrone and Stephens 1995: f 8l)

The necessity for co-ordination, or problems of scarce r€sources or dispro_
portionate burdens would justify Communiry actions, but housing does not
belong to these categories.

McCrone and Stephens (f 995: I88) conclude :

it would be mistaken to accede to pressure to give the EU compe tence in
housing policy or to think in terms of European funding directly for
housing. There are no good grounds for supposing that policy can be
more effectively operated at the level of the Union than that of Member
States, or that the Union can achieve things that dre states individually
cannot achieve. There seems a clear case, therefore, for applying the
principle of subsidiariry.

However, this does not mean that there is noúing to analyse . EU policies, the
Srucrural Funds and European economic integration all have an effect on hous-
ing. The detailed analysis of the indirect effects of these programmes, however, is

beyond the scope ofttris chapter.

Sotne critical bousing issues in tbe anifiecl Earope

In this section lve raise some of the housing-related issues currently debated in
the EU which may also have important consequences for the countries lvho want
to join. At this stage we can only list these problems, rather than give a deep
analysis.

Single rnarbet in rnortgage lend'ing?

McCrone and Stephens (f 995: 218) show that'inefficient'separated markets can
be cheaper than a single market and that economies of scale are maximized below
national level.
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This is an especially important problem for úe East_Central European coun-
tries' where housing finance systems are still very underdeveloped. Án efíicient
mortgage lending system is missing and there are also huge problems with con-
struction period financing (for a detailed description of the problems see Struyk
1996: 34). Thus there is potentially a big market for the rvestern financial instiru-
tions. Ilowever, foreign instirutions face serious obstacles to an easy eastward
extension of their actiüties: the solvent demand is on average low and substantia]
buying capacity is restricted to the thin upper layers ofsociety, and there are still
legal problems with the practical application of enforcing methods, such as
eviction and foreclosure.

Housing antl the international nnd inter-regionnl ntigration of tbe
popalrrtion

Free labour mobiliry is a key assumption of a single market and tJris is clearly
connected with the flexibility of the main tenure forms. This connecrion, how-
ever, is not simple, as empirical evidence shows substantial inflexibiJity of
urrskilled labour and also the existence of local/re$onal sub-markets (for
example in housing) wiúin countries. The most discussed issue in this regard is
the link between immigration and housing policy (McCrone and Stephens 1995:
232). There are different patterns among the EU countries: in France and Ger-
many immigrants exert substantial pressure on the social rental sector) rvhile in
Áustria they do not' because they simply do not get title at all on social rental
housing.

The flexibiliry of tenure forms in the East B,uropean countries is very dÍ}brent.
In some of üe CEE countÍies there is alre ady now a lively real estate marke t for
owner-occupied housing while in other countries the problems of title-
registration, availability of mortgage , lack of real estate information, etc., a_re

serious impediments to a better functioning real estate market. In some of the
Eastern European countries the real estate markets are s ill closed to foreigners
(as a form ofprotection against rich buyers pushing up real estate prices to a level
domestic buyers cannot aÍford). There are also arguments against the free mobil-
ity of labour because tie relatively better-off countries of the region intend to
protect their internal labour market from the large masses of unemployed
population in the neighbouring eastern countries.

The social rental sector in the East European countries shows very substantial
inflexibility as not only are immigrants excluded from ttre local allocation of pub-
lic rental housing but also regional migrant families (they usually have to prove
several years'work or residence in the given settlement before getting the right to
apply for public rental housing).
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The necessity of regional planning

McCrone and Stephens (L995: 227) show the huge role regional policy plays in
promoting flexibility in the housing market. Regional development policy is
important, because:

those who take the investment decisions that determine the geographical
pattern of economic activity do not themselves directly bear all the social
and private costs they entail. ... Regional policies encourage new
investment and growth to take place in areas rvhere surplus resources are

available, especiaLly labour.

As a consequence of the political push for rapid decentralisation and privatisa-
tion, and also due to the political will to eliminate the previously dominating
central planning institutions and systems, urban structures became very imbal-
anced in most of ttre East European countries. Not only did politically deter-
mined long-term planning disappear almost totally but so did ttre very useful and
necessary medium-term planning. Most iocal authorities prepare only yearly
budgets without alry further outlook on the consequences of their decisíons or
on the actions of c,il-rer actors.

Public expenditures and homing policy

The rvell-known inflation, unemployment and budget deficit data clearly sho'w
the bad public finance siruadon of those East-Central European conntries r'r.here

tie transition tolvards a market economy already started. The budget deficit in
percentage of GDP is very different írom country to country and, interestingly
enough, in some of the eastern countries this indicator is smaller than in many of
the EU countries: BuJgaria -1I.5 per cent, Hungary -7.5 per cent, Poland
_2.B per cent, slovakia _5.7 per c€nt' czech Republic +l.0 per cent' Romania
4.3 per cent (source : ECE 1995: l7l). The same applies for the unemployment
figures: Poland Ió per cent' Slovakia I4.3 per cent, HungaIy I0.4 per cent,
Czech Republi c 3.2 per cent (ECE 1995: I I I ).

There is a growing recognition in the EU countries that not only should the
targeting of subsidies be examined when analysing the social effects of public
policy, but also the targeting of tax exemptions (McCrone and Stephens 1995:
238). This topic is currently not yet discussed in most of the East-Central
European countries as ttre introduction of tax relief has only just begun to be
talked about.

Another nerv trend in the EU comes from the idea that public housing should
not rely solely on public sector financing. As a result, there are growing efforts to
push housing companies to borrow from the private capital market (McCrone
and Stephens L995: 239). The East-Central European countries are very far
from this understanding: instead of building up an effective non-governmental
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public sector, currently they are working on the reduction of their existing (in
most cases already small) public rental sector through give -away privatisation.

In bottr parts of Europe ttre home-ownership rate is increasing and, in fact, as a
result of quick privatisation some East-Central European countries have higher
ownership shares (Albania 98 per cent, Bulgaria 90 per cent, Romania 89 per
cent' slovenia 88 per cent, Hungary 8ó per cent, Croatia 85 per cent, Lithuania
79 per cent) than most rpestern countries. It is a very interesting topic for com-
parison, which aspects of the high home-ownership rates can have distorting
effects on the economy of average households. In Western Europe the role of
mortgage loans is much more substantial úan in East_Centfal Eufope, therefore
countries with high ownership rates (e.g. Britain) are very sensirive on economy-
regulating measures. In the eastern part ofEurope it is not the extensive spread
ofmortgages that is the problem but just the opposite: having virtually no access
to moÍtgages (because of low incomes arrd high inflation) many families v'ho
very recently became home-owners are getting into very difficult situations in
order to try to cope with the growing problems (e.g. deferred maintenance,
increasing utiliry and renovation costs) in reiation to freshly privatised multi-
family buildings.

In fact, there are substantial differences between tie western countries and the
same is true for'tie East_Cenüal Errropean countries. For example t}re particular_
ities of the Britísh housing malket and pol-icy (dominated by owner_occupation)
lead to destabilising effects on rhe economy. This 'votatility effect' is much less
substantial in the case of Germany or France, clue to the lolver proportion of
owner-occupation, lower turnover rate, lo\,ver level of personal debt and lorver
level of variab1e interest rate moÍtgages. Some of ttre East-Central European
countries (notably Slovenia, Hungary) a.re now moving exactly in the British
direction: olvner-occupation has become very high, the turnovel rate is increas-
ing, personal debts are starting to increase and variable interest rate mortgages
have been introduced. In some of the otier countries (e.g. Czech Republic,
Slovakia) market-oriented changes are much siower to gain ground, leading
probably to a less volatile model (which, however, also has its serious probiems
mainly in the inefficiency of the unchanged institutional structure).

Summary: housing aspects of the eastward extension of
the BU

The aim ofthis chapter was to address three questions regarding the exrension of
the European Union into Eastern Europe. Concentrating on the housing policy
point ofview and based on our database we can reach the following conclusions.

BIJ considerations: why extend to the east!

The decision about the EIJ extension is, of course, not a housing matter. Among
the main arguments for the extension lve can mention the desire to push the
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immediate border (the limit of the safe area) of the EU to f}re east and the belief
that the extension will create big new markets for many types of services.

Ás a consequence ofthe fact that housing is not a strong integrational factor,
the extension of the EU has no particular dangers from ttris point of view. Those
countries rvhich are the most probable fust candiclates do not have extraordínary
housing problems. The main housing problem facing these countries is not abso-
lute housing shortage, but more qualitative rypes of problem (such as the low
efficienry of the housing finance systems, the huge deferred maintenance in the
urban multi-family stock, the low level of infrastructure outside the big cities)
and aflordabiliry problems. Thus if t}le extension takes place, no big waves of
migration are to be expected (at least not for housing reasons) but a big demand
for more efficient housing finance systems, for urban renewal programmes and
for means-tested targeted housing benefits. These are , of course, mainly the tasks
of the nation-states and will only affect the EU in so far as üese problems concen_
trate o.n some less developed regions. There will obviously be a demand for the
EU programmes subsidising the underdeveloped regions - however, the fears
about the collapse of the EU budget because of extension to the east seem to
be exaggerated, and this can be avoided with careful analysis regarding the
Structural Funds in the new situation. On the other hand, western housing
companies and financial institutions will get good investment possibilities in
the region:

. for financial institutions to develop mortgage instruments and long-term
sar.ing options for renovation and special methods for financing new con-
struction in high inflationary environments

o for brokers to modernise the real estate industry to service úe growing
number of rea.l estate transactions

o for the building inclustry to introduce energy-saving measures (especially in
the case of the huge prefabricated housing stock with outdared insulation
and district heating systems).

Áll tlrese measures must, of course, take into account the low solvent demand
of the population. The example of the quick eastward extension of the German
Bnwsparhase (contract-saving) system, hor,vever, proves that this market is
worthwhile to cleal with for the cleveloped western insdmions.

East European coulr?ries: wby join tha EU?

For ttre Central and Eastern European countries üere are clear political and
economic reasons to join the EU. It is the immense interest of most of the new
democracies to join a bigger Communiry where they can feel safe from unwanted
tendencies (e.9. ethnic wars in their neighborhood) and can become part of
bigger economic co-operation (custom-union, free movement of labour, etc.).
As already mentioned, to put these countries into such a safe position and ensure
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the circumstances for their economic development is also in the interest of the
EU.

Even if housing policy is not unified within the EU, and there are ver)l clifÍbÍ-
ent solutions to the housing problems across the member states, there is a con-
tinuous iníormation exchange among tlrese counüies. New candidates for EU
membership feel the challenge to moclernise public housing and urban planning
policies and they neecl 'technical assisrance' in this regard. Existing tenclencies in
Eastern Europe towards extreme decentralisation and give -away pr-ivatisation can
easi-ly lead to a very difficult situation in tlte housing sector from which the lvay out
must be based on a careful re-evaluation of the role of the public sector. There
are ímportant lessons to learn from úe EU experience, e .g. regarding the neces_
sity to keep a substantial and well-organised, efficient non-profit housing sector.
Another area for learning from the western practice could be the experience wirh
different types ofsubsidies (e.g. tax reliefs) and raxarion merhods (e.g. real estate
tax). Many of the East European countries are about to introduce such measures,
which have a long history in Western Europe with consiclerable larowledge about
tieir advantages and disadvantages.

There are, of course, also some fears on the side of the institutions and thc
population ofthe Eastern European countries about the possible negative effects
of integration into the EU. The emerging financial institutions of the East-
Central Europeat corrntries are afraid oí tlre competition ttre much tnore
developed lvestern financial institutions lvould cause. There are also discussíons
among population groups and real estate experts about the potential con-
sequences of opening up the real estate market to foreign buyers: there is a
chance of a mass influ-r of rich rvestern buyers pushing up real estate prices. This
is a real dilemma, and not even the solutions applied in the case of the nerv
member states of the EU (e.g. Sweden, Austria) can serve as examples, because
tiese countries have relatively high real estate prices preventing the influ,x of
average income foreign buyers.

Wbicb countyies shocttd join tbe EU f.rst?
The short answer could be: those countries which are the best prepared to;'oin,
whose populations want ttris step and which are also accepted by the existing
group of countries of the EU. Housing will obüously not be a decisive factor
rvhen measuring the 'preparedness' of a country to join. Our database gives a

good background to show the most important differences in the housing situ-
ation between the different groups of countries who are candidates to join the
EU. On the basis of the existing data and from an overview of policy develop-
ment we can raise the hypothesis that the CEE counries are more prepared
for integration than the NEE or the SEE countries. In the CEE countries not
only have the fust steps of a market-oriented change of housing policy (privatisa-
tion of public stock, withdrawal of budget subsidies) been carried out, bur a.lso

some efforts to introduce new regulations and institutions to address the new
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challenges (e.g. condominium law, mortgage regulations and institutions,
inflation-adjusted loan products, computerised real estate and land registration
systems). However, even the CEE countries have a long way to go to address
their growing affordability and housing renewal problems.

Ánother important factor is the kind of differences among the Central and East
European countries regarding the desirability of joining the EU. The available
information (based on public opinion surveys) shows that the desire in the popu-
lation to join the EU is the highest in the CEE and SEE countries, while data on
the acceptance ofthe countries by the population ofthe EU show preferences for
the CEE and Balric countries.

From our analysis it can be seen that there are some open questions on both
sides regarding the housing-related consequences of the eastward extension of
the EU. Current member states of the EU have a fear that the big demand for
regional and strucrural funds will lead to the collapse of the EU budget, and that
large masses of the population will look for jobs in the west. Banks of the East-
Central European countries are afraid of the competition the much more
developed wesfern financial institutions would cause, and the population is afraid
that rich }vesteÍn buyers will buy up the best parts of real estate in the Eastern
European countries, and so on. It is certain that these considerations will be part
of the discussiorrs on the joining of the new countries to the EU.

The main conclusion of our analysis could be, however, that besides some
problems, there are much bigger opportunities on both sides in connection with
the eastward extension of the EU. The housing markets of the new member
states rvill substantially increase the investment possibilities of the rvestern finan-
cial institutions, housing and construction companies' And hopeÍrrlly the local
and central authorities of tbe East-Central European countries rvill get more
advice and technical help to solve their housing problems, just as the present
member states exchange information and good practice, despite the fact ttrat

housing is not regulated at the level of the EU.

Notes
l Many ideas in this chapter are based on joint research n'ith fózsef Hegedtis.
2 The 1994 data do not yet show t}le increased utility prices; since then, in most

countries, there have been further sharp utility price increases.
3 Countries included, in increasing order of 1990 GNP per capita: Spain, United

Kingdom, the Netherlands, Áustria, France, Germany, Sweden, Norway and
Finland.

4 Comparator countries include, in increasing order of 1990 GNP per capita: ]ordan,
Colombia, Thai.land, Tunisia, lamaica, Turkey, Chile, Algeria, Ma.laysia, Mexico,
South Afiica, Venezuela, Brazil, Korea and Greece.

5 There are neither commonly accepted measures nor reliable data on the problem of
'deferred maintenance'. To higtrlight the magnitude of the problem in one con-
crete example : in one of the inner city districts of Budapest úere are buildings built
80-100 years ago and never really renovated since then. The current market va-lue
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per square metÍe of the flats in úe run-down buildings is around Us$220_250.
The renovation of the building, i.e . the solving of the deferred maintenance prob-
lem (without renovating the flats inside) would cost approximately US$220 per
square metre. As a result, the non-renovated flats in the renovated buildings would
have a market value ofUS$3ó0-400. It can be seen that the costs ofrenovation
necessary to handle the problem ofdeferred maintenance are higher than the value-
increase ofthe flats. Additionally, it is clear that tenants currently occupfng these
flats cannot be forced to pay rents rvhich would cover renovation costs.
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